
      
Chapter 6

Possession
6.1

        (The definite possessive construction)
    (al-iDaafatu).     is made up of two elements:  
(muDaafun, ‘possessed’) and     (muDaafun ilayhi, ‘possessor’).
The possessive construction is called


  
 

The book of the student or
The student’s book
(kitaabu aT-Taalibi)

   
Possessor

 
Possessed

We said in chapter one that 
  does not exist. As you can see, that is not entirely true
The

  (possessed) always comes before the     (possessor), so it literally reads ‘the book of

the student, rather than ‘student’s book’, though both translations are acceptable.
There are two principles that apply to the   



1. All  



2. There is no fixed case for the

 construction:

  (possessors) are !"#
  and normally end in $"% .

  (possessed). In the example above, it ends in  '& which is the
default ending. It may end in $ "%
 or  ( , depending on what comes before it  )' #
 * + (in the

sentence).


  
  +

In the book of the student or
In the student’s book
(fi kitaabi aT-Taalibi)


   ,"-

He read the book of the student or
He read the student’s book
(qara’a kitaaba aT-Taalibi)

    (possessor) can have .* . This .* makes the whole    construction  " / 
(definite). i.e. ‘the house of the man’. The   (possessed) never has an .* or 0123 4 . This is because
things become  " /  (definite) when they are possessed by a  " /  owner. When we say, ‘the student’s
Only the last

book’, we are not referring to a book or any book, we are referring to the particular book that belongs
to the student.
The

   construction cannot be used to express ‘a book of the student’, for which we will introduce

an alternative structure.
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6.2

   Chains
  (possessed) and     (possessors) forming an ‘Idafa

It is possible to have a series of
chain’.

5 687  9
 3: ; 6 

The name of the teacher’s daughter
(ismu binti al-ustaadhi)

$ < 46=8 5 6, 9
 3:

The daughter of the head teacher
(lit. teacher of teachers)
(bintuu ustaadhi al-asaatidhati)

> 2)' * ?
 ) " 1@! 9
 3: ; 6 

The name of the daughter of the minister of the
king of kings
(ismu bintui wazeeri maliki al-muluuki)

  (possessed) nouns and four     (possessors).
; 6  (the name) is possessed by 9
 3: (the daughter) which is posssessed by " 1@! (the minister) which is
possessed by ?
 ) (the king), which in turn is possessed by > 2)' * (the kings).
In the final example above, we have four

6.3

Adjectives in the    construction

   

(the possessive construction) is never broken by a

whether they describe 

 A B


(adjective). All

CAB


(adjectives),

 ' * (the possessed) or     (possessor) must come after the last

 

  .
E FD * 
  
 

The big book of the student or
The student’s big book
(kitaabu aT-Taalibi al-kabeeru)

We know that this translates as ‘The big book of the student’ and not ‘The book of the big student

E FD * agrees
number, it only agrees with 
  in case.
because although the adjective

with both

E FD * 
  
 


 

and


 

in definition, gender and

The book of the big student or
The big student’s book
(kitaabu aT-Taalibi al-kabeeri)

Although the adjective

E FD * agrees with both 
  and 
  in definition, gender and number, it

only agrees with 
  in case.
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 )'#* ?
 )'* 9
 3: ; 6 

The name of the beautiful daughter of the king or
The name of the king’s beautiful daughter
(ismu binti al-maliki al-jameelati)

Although the adjective

 )'#* agrees with both 9
 3: and ?
 )'* in definition, case and number, it only

agrees with 9
 3: in gender.
It is possible   

  + (in the possessive construction) for a  A B
 (adjective) to appear to describe both
  ' * and     ' * , so that more than one translation is possible.
E FD * 
  
  +

In the big book of the student /
In the book of the big student
(fi kitaabi aT-Taalibi al-kabeeri)

The correct reading is determined by context.

6.4

     
    ! "
 #$   (diptotes in the possessive construction)
 " G
&  0 H
 23' '* (diptotes) when !"#
  are unable to take a $ "% and take a  ( instead.
We have the following possibilities:

6.4.1 The

  (possessed) is a:
(a) proper noun diptote e.g.  D


JI '& (  D  +

In Muhammad’s Makkah
( fi makkata muHammadin)

Do not be deceived by a 0123 4 on a proper noun into mistaking it for a $ "DK (indefinite).
(b) common noun diptote e.g. L7 

@!

M
 "/* L  @! 0 

From the ministers of Iraq
(min wuzaraa’I al-⊂iraaQi)

In the above example, L 

@! is able to end in $"% because it is a common noun diptote that is
" / (definite), even though it does not have the definite article .* .
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6.4.2 The  

  (possessor) is a:
(a) proper noun diptote e.g.  D


 PJQ *  D  N O
Note that the  

The men of ancient Makkah
(rijaalu makkata al-Qadeemati)

  (possessor) may be definite but not have .* if it is a proper noun.

(b) common noun diptote

L  @2* R
 )#
  +
In the above example L 

In the cabinet
(lit. In the council of ministers)
(fi majlisi al-wuzaraa’i)

@2* is able to end in $ "% because it is a common noun diptote that is

 " /  (definite).
6.5 Partially inflected words in the   
We introduced partially inflected words at the end of chapter five. We noted that

2GQ*  and S!J' 

words such as U
T ( , VGW , U62 and KS are not able to exhibit their vowel ending when they change
in case. When they are a

  (possessed) noun, they lose their 01234 .
X 2* U(

The forenoon of the day

U(Y  R
 ' Z

The sun of the forenoon

(DuHa al-yaumi)

(shamsu aD-DuHa)

U62 GW

The staff of Moses
(⊂aSaa Muusaa)

KJY  $ [
When \2Q3 words are a

The life of the world
(Hayaatu ad-dunyaa)

  (possessed) noun, a ]
 is appended to them.
U62 ]
 S !

The valley of Moses
(waadii Muusaa)

U62 ]S! ^ _S

He entered the valley of Moses
(dakhala waadia Muusaa)
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M
 "/* +   ,

The lands of Iraq
(araaDi al-⊂iraaqi)

6.6 &
 %           (the definite possessive construction in sentences)
The   

 construction can be placed into both  &' 6  ^ 'O (noun sentences) and  &)/  ^ 'O (verb
sentences). All      (possessors) will always be !"#
  . The case of the   (possessed) noun

may change.
6.6.1 Instances when the

  (possessed) is H2" 

(a) As a ,JF (subject).

EF 
  
 

The book of the student is big
(kitaabu aT-Taalibi kabeerun)

  is the ,JF (subject). It is also a
In the above sentence 
its  

  (possessed) noun. 
  is

  (possessor). The "F_ (predicate) is EF .

(b) As a "F_ (predicate).

J 2* 5 6, ^ O "& 

The man is the teacher of the boy
(ar-rajulu ustaadhu al-waladi)

Rather than,

J 2* 5 6, 2` ^ O "& 



We do not need 2` before the "F_ (predicate) here even though it is   " /  (definite). In chapter
two we said that a definite

"F_ is only allowed after a E'

(pronoun). We may add to this

rule,



‘. . . unless the definite "F_ is a

  (possessed)’, in which case a pronoun is not required.

In chapter two, we said that E
 ' &

 (the pronoun) before a definite "F_ prevents it from looking
like a  A B
 (adjective) of the definite ,JF (subject). Since the   (possessed) does not have
.* , a E' (pronoun) is no longer necessary.
(c) As a ^
 W  (subject of a verb)

a
 " /* U)W "G ?
 ) R)O

The king of Egypt sat on the throne
(jalasa maliku miSra ⊂ala al-⊂arshi)
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6.6.2 Instances when the
As a  :

  (possessed) is 2G3

N 2/A*  (object).

   ,"-

6.6.3 Instances when the

He read the book of the student
(qara’a kitaaba aT-Taalibi)

  (possessed) is !"#


When preceded by a "b O

 " [ (preposition).

  
  +

In the book of the student
(fii kitaabi aT-Taalibi)

6.7 Idiomatic use of the definite   
6.7.1

 2B2 '* U  A G
c     (possession of the adjective by the noun it describes)
Suppose we were to say,

d1"6 ^ O

A quick man
(rajulun saree⊂un)

In response, one may ask, ‘quick at what?’. This can be answered by ‘extending’ the adjective with a

    noun. The   (possessed) must be a  A B
 (adjective) and the     (possessor) must
be an ;6 (noun).
; e A * d 1"6 ^ O

A ‘quick-of-wit’ man (lit. ‘quick-of-understanding’)
(Translating into the English idiom, we would simply say
‘quick witted’)
(rajulun saree⊂u al-fahm i)

X f
 D * d 1"6 ^ O

A ‘quick-of-speech’ man
(rajulun saree⊂u al-kalaam i)

$ "DK (indefinite) adjective. The adjective itself remains $ "DK
(indefinite) despite looking like a definite    construction. This is why it continues to describe a $ "DK
(indefinite) word. We may think of expressions such as ;
 e A * d 1"6 as ‘extended    adjectives’.
What we have done is simply ‘extend’ a



Agreement is exhibited only on the

  (possessed) noun.

Agreement in case:

; e A * d1"6 f
V O < _,

He took a quick witted man
(lit. ‘quick-of-understanding’)
(akhada rajulan saree⊂a al-fahmi)
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; e A * d 1"6 ^g O 0 

From a quick witted man
(min rajulin saree⊂I al-fahmi)

Agreeement in gender

; e A *  /1"6 $,"

A quick witted woman
(imra’atun saree⊂atu al-fahm i)

Agreement in definition:

; e A * d 1"%
&  ^ O "& 

The quick witted man
(rajulun saree⊂u al-fahmi)

We shall deal with agreement in number for ‘extended   

 adjectives’ in chapter seven.

The last example above may appear odd because we put the definite article .* on a
noun. Think of this as the only instance of the

  (possessed)
  (possessed) noun taking a definite article .* .

We have the following expressions:

Extended   

; e A * d 1"6

Quick of wit (lit. understanding)

(saree⊂u al-fahmi)

X f
 D * d 1"6

Quick of speech

(saree⊂u al-kalaami)

 O 2* 0 %[

Fair of face

(Hasanu al-wajhi)

X f
 D * E h

Much of speech

(katheeru al-kalaami)

N '* E h

Rich (lit. Much of wealth)

(katheeru al-maali)

 adjectives may be used as an indefinite "F_ .
N '* E h ^ O "& 

The man is rich (lit. The man is much-of-wealth)
(ar-rajulu katheeru al-maali)

6.7.2 Similar to the above, we have expressions in which we swap around a plural noun and adjective and
place them in an i==

 construction. The expressions retain their meanings.
 FD* L7 ')/ *

The eminent scholars

L ')/ *  F

The eminent scholars

(al-⊂ulamaa’u al-kibaarun)

(kibaaru al-⊂ulamaa’i)

Unlike the earlier expressions, this expression does not change in meaning after becoming an i==
It is not an extended

 .

i==  adjective. This i==  is also wholly  " /  (definite). These are given

expressions and students should not attempt to be creative.
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6.8 The indefinite   

  (possessor) is  " /  (definite) the whole    is rendered
 " /  (definite). In the same way, if the     is $"DK (indefinite), the whole    is rendered $"DK
(indefinite). The rules governing the definite     apply here except that in the case of the indefinite
   , only the last     may have 01234 . This last indefinite     makes the whole
construction $ "DK (indefinite).
We stated above that when the

 


g j 
 

A book of a student, or
A student’s book
The book of a student, or
(kitaabu Taalibin)

This expression can be translated as ‘a book of a student’, ‘a student’s book’ or ‘the book of a student’.
In meaning, all of these expressions are indefinite, even though English uses a definite article in the
third. This is because the possessor ‘a student’ is indefinite.
(b) Note that the

 

  may be $"DK (indefinite) but have no 01234 if it is  " G
&  0 H23'  (a

diptote):

L= "(B k
 6! +




In the middle of a desert
(fi wasaTi SaHraa’a)


  

First Aid

Deceptive definition
Students may wonder why we have translated

k
 6!,

which is

$ "D K

(indefinite) as ‘in the middle’.
Prescription
Use of ‘the’ here does not make ‘middle’ definite. We may think of it like
this:
Every desert has a middle and the middle of every desert is, in relation to
that desert, a definite entity. However, we do not know which desert we are
talking about, so the middle of that desert is, in relation to us, indefinite.
Note also that when we say ‘a horse is an animal’ in English, we are
actually referring to all horses, which is a definite entity. This would be
translated into Arabic using .* .
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The  

  may have 01234 but not be $"DK (indefinite) if it is a proper noun:
JI '& ( X f
  0 

From Muhammad’s speech
(min kalaami Muhammadin)

6.9 Idiomatic use of the indefinite   
The indefinite   

 is used idiomatically in a number of common expressions.
;g (
   /*-

A piece of meat

(qiT⊂atu laHmin)

;g (
  d  -

Pieces of meat

(qiTa⊂u laHmin)


g l_ +Y 6 " 

A chair of wood

(kursiyyu khashabin)

mb [  ')

A word of truth

(kalimatu Haqqin)

We can dispense with

    by using 0  , which means ‘from’. It can also mean ‘of’ in a partitive

sense, such as in the sentence, ‘eat of the food’ i.e. part/some of the food.

; (
 )* 0 / ;g (
  0   /*-

A piece of meat

(qiTatun min laHmin / min al-laHmi)


 lp* 0 / 
g l_ 0  +o 6 " 

A chair of wood

(kursiyyun min khashabin / min al-khashabi)

mc (* 0 / mb [ 0   ')

A word of truth

(kalimatun min Haqqin / min al-Haqqi)

It is better and more common to use the

 " /  (definite) of ; (
 )* , 
 lp* and mc (* after 0  . The   

expression is better than both of these.
Note that  /*- , +
o 6 "  and mo [ have 01234 . This is because we are not using an  

 construction.

6.10 &
 %  ( '$     (the indefinite possessive construction in sentences)
The indefinite   
6.10.1

 is simply used in places where we would use a $ "DK (indefinite) ;6 (noun).

  (possessed) is H2" 
(a) As an indefinite "F_ (predicate)

instances when the

mb [  ') JI '& (  ')

Muhammad’s word is a word of truth
(kalimatu muHammadin kalimatu Haqqin)
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g l_ +Y 6 "  +Y 6 " D *

The chair is a chair of wood
(al-kursiyyu kursiyyu khashabin)

(b) As an indefinite ,JF (subject) preceded by a I )'
 O

mb [  ') 
 D* +

 FZ (quasi sentence).

In the book is a word of truth /
There is a word of truth in the book
(fi al-kitaabi kalimatu Haqqin)


g l_ +Y 6 "  9
 F* +

In the house is a chair of wood
(fi al-baiti kursiyyu khashabin)

The indefinite ,JF (subject) was introduced in chapter two.
6.10.2

The

  (possessed) is 2G3 when it is  : N 2/A*  (object).
mb [  ') 

6.10.3

The

He wrote a word of truth
(kataba kalimata Haqqin)

  (possessed) is !"#
  after a "b O  " [ (preposition).

g l_ +c 6 "  U)W R)O

He said on a chair of wood
(jalasa ⊂ala kursiyyi khashabin)

6.11 Possession using )

. is a "b O  " [ (preposition) that means ‘to’, ‘for’ or ‘belonging to’.
When written, it attaches to the



we drop the (alif) and write
just like any other "b O

;6 (noun) following it. If the definite article .* is preceded by . ,

.*) . When . attaches to a word, it forms a I )' O  FZ (quasi sentence),

 " [ (preposition).
9
 F* +

In the house
(fi al-bayti)

9
 F*)

Belonging to the house
(lil-bayti)


 )
This I )'
 O

Belonging to the student
(liT-Taalibi)

 FZ (quasi sentence) may attach to an elliptical "F_ (predicate)
9
 F* + (S2O2 ) 
 D*

The book is in the house
(al-kitaabu fi al-bayti)
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9
 F*) (S2O2 ) 
 D*

The book belongs to the house
(al-kitaabu lil-bayti)


 ) (S2O2 ) 
 D*

The book belongs to the student
(al-kitaabu liT-Taalibi)

If we make the ,JF (subject) indefinite, it must be deferred to after the I )'
 O

 9
 F* +

 FZ (quasi sentence).

A book is in the house /
There is a book in the house
(fi al-bayti kitaabun)

 9
 F*)

A book belongs to the house /
The house has a book
(lil-bayti kitaabun)

 
 )

A book belongs to the student /
The student has a book
(liT-Taalibi kitaabun)

Eh N  ^ O "& )

Much wealth belongs to the man /
The man has much wealth
(lir-rajuli maalun katheerun)

As illustrated above, we use . to express ‘(the)x has (a) y’.
For example, ‘Muhammad has a book’ would be 
This meaning can also be produced with

d

JI '& (' .

(with) and

J3W

(with/at). These are not actually

prepositions, but we may for the moment treat them as prepositions.
article actually on one’s person and

d implies having the possessed

J3W (with) can but not always implies possessing the article at

home.

 
 )

The student has a book

 
  d

The student has a book (with him)

 
  J3W

The student has a book (at home)

H'O  R
 s"&  J3W / R
 s"& )
6.11.1

The president has a meeting

. to express ‘an x of the y’. We cannot use an    here because an    must be
either completely   " /  (definite) or completely $ "DK (indefinite).
We can also use
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9
 F*) :

A door of the house
(baabun lil-bayti)

9
 F*) V:: ^ _S

He entered a door of the house
(dakhala baaban lil-bayti)

This can also be expressed in the following way:

9
 F* 
 2:, 0  :

A door of the house
lit. ‘a door from among the doors of the house’
(baabun min abwaabi al-bayti)

9
 F* 
 2:, 0  V:: ^ _S

He entered a door of the house
(dakhala baaban min abwaabi al-bayti)

JI '& ( C
 3: 0  93:

One of the daughters of Muhammad
(bintun min banaati muHammadin)

 ,*
+
 

Summary Supplement

   

Possession

 - .! /
1.

   constructions
–


  
 

–


g j 
 

a) ‘The x belongs to the y’

–


 ) 
 D

b) ‘An x belongs to the y’, or
‘The x has a y’

–

c) ‘An x of the y’

–

a)

The definite  

b) The indefinite   

2.

Examples

non

 construction
 construction

The book of the student /
The student’s book
A book of a student /
The book of a student /
A student’s book

   constructions
/  
 )
/  
  d
 
  J3W
/
 ) 

  
  0  
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The book belongs to the student
A book belongs to the student /
The student has a book

A book of the student
A book (from among the books)
of the student

1
 0  
Vocabulary

 

possessed

muDaafun

   

possessor

muDaafun ilayhi

possession (gram.);
2. addition

iDaafatun

in addition to . . .

iDaafatan ilaa

servant, slave

⊂

abdun (⊂ibaadun)

1. the servant of Allah
2. Abdullah

⊂

abdu allahi

to; for; belonging to

li

wealth

maalun (amwaalun)

treasury (classical)

baitu al-maali

piece

qiT⊂atun (qiTa⊂un)

  
U V  
(SFW) JFW
t
  J FW
.
(N 2,) N 
N '* 9
 :
(d-)  /*-
( h , v !Eh , "h ) Eh

1.

katheerun (kuthurun,

much (m)

katheeruuna, kithaarun)

much (f)

katheeratun (katheeraatun)

(X2() ;(

meat

laHmun (luHuumun)

(+Y 6 ") +o 6 " 

chair

kursiyyun (karaasiyyu)

(l_,) l_

wood

khashabun (akhshaabun)

few (m)

qaleelun (qalaa’ilu ,
qaleeluuna)

few (f)

qaleelatun (qaleelaatun)

(v 2/1"6) d1"6

fast (m)

saree⊂un (saree⊂uuna)

(C/1"6)  /1"6

fast (f)

sareeat⊂un (saree⊂aatun)

day

yaumun (ayyaamun)

(CEh ) $ Eh

(v 2))- , ^ sf
 -) ^ )-
(Cf)-)  ))-

(X&1,) X21
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(N 2QW ) ^ Q* W

aqlun (⊂uquulun)

intellect; mind

⊂

quick of wit

saree⊂u al-fahmi

handsome; beautiful (adj.)

Hasanun (Hisaanun)

Hasan (prop. noun)

Hasanun (Hasanuuna)

(w2O! ) O!

face

wajhun (wujuuhun)

(O! ,) O!

aspect

wajhun (awjuhun)

(L7 3x* ,) +o 3x

rich

ghaniyyun (aghniyaa’u)

so; because

fa

; e A * d 1"6
(v %[) 0%[
(v 23%[) 0%[

.
(y
 6!,) k
 6!
(M2Q[ ) mo [

1.
2.

middle;
(pl.) social circles, milieu

wasaTun (awsaaTun)

truth; right; (pl) law

Haqqun (Huquuqun)

a word of truth

kalimatu Haqqin

human rights

Huquuqu al-insaani

really, in reality

Haqqan

really?

aHaqqan

river

nahrun (anhaarun)

(v 2Qc ) mc

narrow (m)

Dayyiqun (Dayyiquuna)

(CQc )  Q c

narrow (f)

Dayyiqatun (Dayyiqaatun)

relative, relation

qareebun (aqribaa’u)

he is close to Muhammad

huwa qareebun min
muHammadin

mb [  ')
v %K  M
 2Q[
VQz [
{ VQz [,
( eK,) "eK

(L7 :"-* ,) 1"-
JI '& ( 0  1"- 2`
JI '& ( 
 1"- 2`

he is Muhammad’s relative
(lit. he is the relative of Muhammad)
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huwa qareebu muHammadin

Exercise 6.1
Express in English

(39:10) ~

 /6! t
 
  ,!  .|

; e A * d 1"6!  O 2* 0 %[ J'& ( .٢
XfD * 9
 'eA  ; e A *  /1"6 JI '& ( 93: .٣
mb [  ') 
 D* + .٤
    !       .٥
{M
 "/* S f
 : U V   mlS!  D  U 
 f
   `5 ; .٦
; /K { d6!! ^ 12j "G " e K, .٧
" (
 F* 0 1"- 2` { 0g %[ 
 1"- 9
 : 01, .٨
{ 5'! {  /'#
 * X 2 1 + L "(G
&  k
 6! U v 2F`*<6 VQz [, .٩
t
  J F W 0: J&'( v  .١٠
mlS + L ')/ *  F C
 2: U 
 f  
 `*<1 .١١
mc ^ Q* W ^ ` #*)! d6! ;e ; /*) .١٢
mlS + L JQ* L A)p
 * 9
 : 
 2:, 0  
g : U)W  :D* C
 F C
 ,"- .١٣
Exercise 6.2
Express in Arabic
1.

Muhammad is the servant of Allah.

2.

Muhammad is a servant of Allah.

3.

Are you the daughter of a rich man ? (do not use the word +
o 3x )

4.

No I am the daughter of a poor man (use ^)- ) from a distant desert.

5.

Is it is an old method ? Yes, an old method in a new book.

6.

Why are they going to the middle of the desert ?

7.

Hasan’s mother is a scholar so she is a professor.

8.

Muhammad’s face is beautiful.

9.

Muhammad has a beautiful face.

10.

The road to Damascus is long and wide.

11.

Does Hasan truly sit in the councils of kings ?

12.

The students of law read about human rights in the country of Iraq.

13.

How does the rich man go to the town centre ?

14.

What did the caliph write in the letter () to the eminent scholars of Damascus / in Damascus.
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